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On 1 November 2019, the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
(LDWF) entered into a Contract (Purchase Order No. 2000461788) with
LGL Ecological Research Associates, Inc. (LGL) to estimate total Red
Snapper abundance in Louisiana waters.
The specific objectives of the study were to:
▪ Determine species composition at 106 sampling sites at predetermined

locations in the Gulf of Mexico per approved sampling methodology.

▪ Conduct hydroacoustic, Submersible Rotating Video (SRV), and biological

sampling for finfish at 106 sampling sites at predetermined locations in the
Gulf of Mexico offshore Louisiana.

▪ Conduct water column surveys at 106 sampling sites at predetermined

locations in the Gulf of Mexico offshore Louisiana.

▪ Conduct a mark/recapture study at a subset of six sites (1 platform and 1

artificial reef site in each of three regions). Of importance, the study was
required to be compatible with “Great Red Snapper Count” (Stunz et al. 2021).
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The study was believed necessary when it was learned
that unforeseen circumstances had curtailed the plan for
sampling in Louisiana.
 Stunz et al. (2021a) developed an ad hoc estimate for
Louisiana based largely on sampling in waters adjacent to
Louisiana in Texas.
 However, it was determined that sampling directly in
Louisiana waters was needed and the LDWF contract was
subsequently let to LGL to sample the 106 pre-selected
sites in 2020.
 The sites had been selected by LDWF following extensive
collaboration with researchers throughout the Gulf of
Mexico states.
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Some milestones in the project included:
▪ A proof-of-concept study conducted in March and

April 2020 and reported in May 2018 to finalize
final field sampling and logistic plans prior to
conducting field studies.
▪ All 106 sites were successfully sampled over the

period 18 May 2020- 6 September 2020, despite
COVID and a bad hurricane season.
▪ Sample and data analyses occurred from

September 2020-June 2021.
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The original “Great Red Snapper Count” (Stunz et al.
2021a) was first released on 3 March 2021 followed by a
revised report released on 15 March 2021.
 This report was reviewed by the Science and Statistical
Committee (SSC) of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery
Management Council (GMFMC) and by outside reviewers
during 30 March through 2 April (2021).
 We did not receive the final revision of this report(Stunz et
al 2021b) published in August 2021 until early September
of 2021, so we relied mainly on the draft report.
 However, we did modify our report in critical areas based
on the final GRSC study published in August 2021.
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Our Draft Final Report was submitted to LDWF on 2 June 2021 and
the corresponding Data Report was submitted on hard drive on 11
June 2021.
The Draft Final Report was sent out for outside Peer Review
shortly after submittal was reviewed by two external reviewers
and one internal reviewer.
Comments were received from External Reviewer 1 on 10 and 16
August 2021; from External Reviewer 2 on 25 August 2021 and
from the internal LDWF Reviewer 3 on 29 August 2021.
Our responses to Reviewer Comments were submitted to LDWF
and the SSC on 9 September 2021.
The revised report was submitted to LDWF and the SSC on 13
September 2021.
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Below we first describe our Study Area (the Louisiana
State Red Snapper Management Area) and provide a
characterization of the major types of habitats
represented within the area.
 We then describe the 106 designated sampling sites that
were located within the area.
 Next we will describe our field sampling strategies for
each habitat which were divided into discrete sites
(artificial reefs, petroleum platforms, pipeline crossings)
and Natural Banks and Uncharacterized Bottoms (UCB).
 The field methods section is followed by descriptions of
Data and Statistical Analyses followed by Results and a
Summary and Conclusion Section.
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The Louisiana Red Snapper Management Area (the Study Area) was divided
into three regions (West, Central, and East) each of which was divided into
four depth zones (Shallow, 10- to 25- m deep; Mid-depth, 25- to 45- m deep;
Deep, 45- m to 100- m deep and Shelf, 100- to 150- m deep).



The Deep and Shelf Zones were later combined as a single zone.
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As noted, the 106 sites were sampled in summer
and fall of 2020 and data for 37 petroleum platforms
that were present in the study area and sampled as
part of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s
study (Gallaway et al. 2020) were also included in
the analyses.
 Before describing our specific sampling sites, we will
first provide an overall background for Red Snapper
habitats found in the Study Area.
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Areal coverage of all discrete and UCB habitats
within each region and depth zone was determined
using GIS.
 We used an Albers Conic Projection with North
American Datum of 1983 (NAD83).
 This projection is centered at 91.5° W, 28.0 ° N on
the area offshore of Western Louisiana and
encompasses the Study Area.
 This served to reduce distortion when calculating
areal coverage of bottom habitats.
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The extent of UCB habitat was estimated from the
usSEABED bottom sediment database (Buczkowski
2006).
 This is a gridded database that estimates percent
coverage of bottom sediment (rock, mud, sand and
gravel) within each grid cell (2.22 km by 1.96 km).
 We considered UCB as being those grid cells that
had less than 66% rock.
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As shown in the previous slide, the Louisiana Study Area was dominated by mud
substrates with much lessor amounts sand and gravel substrate, except in the
West Shallow zone.



We calculated the total area of UCM in Louisiana to have been on the order of
49,000 km2 and this compares favorably to the GRSC estimate of 53,052 km2-the difference is less than 10%.



For our analyses, we deleted the shelf area which was not sampled:
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Natural Bank Habitat was estimated using a natural bank coverage obtained
from the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission in combination with areas
from the usSEABED dataset having > 66% rock coverage.



A summary of our estimate of Natural Bank Habitat and area sampled shows a
total of ~724 km2 of Natural Bank Habitat offshore Western Louisiana.



Our estimate of 724 km2 compares closely to the GRSC estimate of 821 km2, only
about 12% different.
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We included three types of large Artificial Reefs in our
analyses, namely standing platforms (821 in place in 2020),
Pipeline Crossings where each of the pipes was greater than
20” in diameter (514) and reefed platforms (442).
Collectively, these total 1,777 discrete habitats and our
estimates are almost identical to the latest GRSC estimate of
1,771 Artificial Reefs offshore West Louisiana.
The following maps show platforms and pipeline crossings
occur across all regions and depths, whereas reefed
platforms occur mainly in the mid- and deep depth zones.
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In addition to the above, small caissons (147), documented
obstructions (132) and wrecks (56) were also present. These
were not sampled or included in our analyses but the impact
of not including these is considered small.



As shown by the following maps, most of these habitats are
restricted to shallow- and mid depths.
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Of the 106 total sampling sites, 37 were located in the West
Region, 33 were in the Central Region and 36 were in the East
Region.
 Of these, 55 were discrete reef sites whereas 51 were UCB sites.
The UCB surveys included only 39 unique sites but paired sampling
was performed at 12 sites (with and without pipelines).
 Note that the UCB hydroacoustic surveys were conducted by
Auburn University and alternative site numbers (1-39) were
assigned for internal tracking purposes. Appendix 1 of our report
provides a key for relating Auburn numbers to the original LDWF
site numbers.
 Our samples for UCB habitat did not include any taken from the
shelf zone which constitutes about 8% of the total sampled area.
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Field methods
Calibration
The echogram
Data processing overview
Multifrequency analysis overview
Dataflow in Echoview
Noise removal
Decibel differencing
Single targets and Multiple echoes
Target Strength (TS)
Fish Density
Bait school removal
Geographic Analyses and fish abundance calculations
Application of SRV data
Comparisons with GRSC
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BioSonics DTX Hydroacoustic
echosounder deployed on
collaborating fishing vessels.
Pole mounted.
Standard calibration procedures
conducted on every trip.
YSI EXO Sonde
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3 transducers with
distinct frequencies
▪ 38 kHz
▪ 70 kHz

▪ 120 kHz
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▪ Tungsten carbide standard spheres
(following Foote et al., 1987)
▪ Environmental Data
▪ Calibration Software
▪ Processed in Echoview
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UCB Site A13
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Raw data processed in
Echoview v11 software.
Data filtered for
swimbladdered fish and to
remove noise.
Used echo integration
method – total biomass (Sv)
scaled by mean Target
Strength (single fish signals
in situ).
Data exported as fish density
in 20m analysis cells per 10m
vertical layer.
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Different frequencies produce
different target strength
responses, depending on the
target type.



Allows filtering of types of
organisms (i.e. Swimbladdered
fish vs non-swimbladdered
organisms and plankton).



Focused observation and analysis
on target species assemblage
(reef fish) and excluded sharks
and non-target species which
could possibly confound results.

Reproduced from: Benoit-Bird, KJ and Lawson, GL. 2016. Ecological Insights from Pelagic Habitats Acquired Using Active Acoustic
Techniques. Annual Review of Marine Science 8:1, 463-490.
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120kHz

38kHz

70kHz
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1. The impulse noise (IN) removal filter removes sound spikes
2. Then transient noise (TN) removal was applied following Ryan
et al, (2015).
 3. Finally, a Background noise (BN) filter was used, this operator
estimates the background-noise level and subtracts it from the
value of each sample (De Robertis and Higginbottom, 2007).
 4. Remaining noise (etc.) removed “by eye”.
 5. Smoothing (Korneliussen et al. 2009) and data removal below
seabed and 3 m surface exclusion.
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Sv 120kHz- 70kHz data had to be between -15 and 1.
following Reynolds et al. (2018) and Simonsen (2013)
 Sv 120kHz-38kHz <3dB was used to apportion also
swimbladdered fish following Ballon et al. (2011) and
Lezama-Ochoa et al. (2011)
 120+70+38<-170dB. This summation assists in determining
fishes of interest as it retains only those that exist on all
frequencies (Fernandes 2009, Ballon et al. 2011).
 Sv -50dB threshold
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Mask from the decibel differencing also used to mask TS data.
 TS threshold of -50 dB
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▪ Resultant from single targets.
▪ But also have to be filtered to remove
“multiple echoes” (Sawada et al. 1993)
▪ Nv index (Nv<0.1)
▪ M % of multiple echoes (<70%)
▪ Not accounting for these can cause TS to be
overestimated, resulting in an
underestimation of fish density (Kocovsky
et al. 2013).
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▪ Order of preference:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TS from the same cell
TS from adjacent cell
Mean TS from layer
Mean TS from site
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▪ Number of fish/m3 per each acoustic 20 m x 10 m cell

÷

=
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Result in very high densities that
could skew abundance, hence
were removed.



These were defined as having a
dense monotone look, often in a
spherical nature, and when
individual fish within them could
not be discerned.
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Number of
Transects

Sampling Area
Dimensions

Area
Sampled
(m2)

Aglen Ratio
(>6
required)

Grid Cell
Size (m2)

Platform

11*

250 m x 250 m

62,500

11

50 m x 50 m

Artificial Reef

11

250 m x 250 m

62,500

11

50 m x 50 m

Pipeline Crossing

11

250 m x 250 m

62,500

11

50 m x 50 m

Natural Bank

11

500 m x 500 m

250,000

11

100 m x 100 m

Uncharacterized
Bottom

9

2000 m x 2000 m

4,000,000

10

400 m x 400 m

Habitat Type

*Additional spiral transects conducted in order to maneuver around standing structures
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Final density values/m3 per analysis cell
calculated through the division of Sv by the
best available in situ TS.
Exported to spreadsheet.
Converted to density /m2 through
multiplication of acoustic cell thickness, and
blank cells dealt with.
Exported to QGIS.
Spatial join to provide values in each grid cell.
Exported back to Excel and abundance gained
through density /m2 x area of analysis grid.
Finally, all data input into pivot table to
provide mean density and abundance values
per grid cell for every depth layer.
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Similar techniques overall.
▪ Both studies calculated fish density, then

converted to abundance using the volume of
water investigated.
▪ Proportioned abundance using camera data and

the MaxN metric.
▪ Primarily used Echo Integration methods and in

situ Target Strength measurements.
▪ GRSC combined Echo Counting methods at times (e.g.
when fish were more dispersed at a site).
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Differences
▪ GRSC used different methods in each region within

the study.

▪ LGL mostly similar to methods used in FL, different from
methods in TX (4 frequencies in FL, 1 frequency in TX)
▪ FL multi-frequency analysis used echogram summation to filter
organism types. LGL used a combination of echogram summation
and decibel differencing (subtraction) to filter swimbladdered fish,
based on previous literature.

▪ Decibel thresholds for Target Strength were the same
between LGL and FL, but Sv thresholds used in FL were
lower. TX thresholds were less conservative.

▪ GRSC used a kriging interpolation to analyze final

densities, as opposed to grid analysis.
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Discrete Sites
▪ Dropped near structure
▪ 5 minutes (>10 rotations

360˚) recorded every 10 m
layer of water column at
predetermined depths to
match hydroacoustic data.



Target drops
▪ Opportunistically dropped

to capture fish
assemblages and points of
interest on Discrete and
UCB Sites.
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Identified all fish to
lowest possible taxon.



Recorded relative
abundance of each
species using MaxN
(maximum number of a
species in any single
frame).



Recorded for every 10m
depth layer.
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Relative species abundances
were converted to
composition percentages to
apportion hydroacoustic
abundances.
▪ Proportions applied to fish

abundances at each 10m
depth layer.
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Vertical hook-and-line sampling
was conducted at each discrete
habitat included in the study
(platforms, artificial reefs,
pipeline crossings, Natural
Banks.
Sampling gear consisted of two
hook sizes (6.0, 11.0) and two
bait types (squid and
menhaden) allowing for 4 baithook combinations.
Only one bait-hook combination
was fished on an individual pole,
and each bait-hook combination
was fished an equal amount of
time at each site.



As fish were caught and brought on
board, they were placed
corresponding shrimp baskets
indicating which combination of
bait-hook type had been used.
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Large fish were not rare, especially at pipeline
crossings and artificial reef sites.
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Fish were returned to
dock for processing on
the same day, typically
late in day or at night.



All specimens were
weighed, measured,
sexed; and for Red
Snapper otoliths were
extracted, cleaned and
stored in a labeled
envelope.
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Once fish were processed, they were stored on ice
and transported to charity organizations.
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Conducted mark/recapture studies at six (6) sites (3 platforms and
3 artificial reefs).
One set of experiments performed in each of the 3 regions in the
mid-depth zone of each.
Double tagged dorsally; fish were caged released.
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Video Camera: GoPro Hero 7
Black

Vane



ISOTTA Housing (rated to
200 m)



1440 resolution, 60 fps, 4x3
Wide, no zoom



HyperSmooth video
stabilization



Field of View: 94.4o Vertical
122.6o Horizontal

Weight
Side view

Front view
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Notes: Sled was towed
without adding additional
scope to avoid bottom snags
while capturing the focal
depth area at between 0 and
10 m above the bottom,
depending on water depth
and water clarity.
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Attaching gangions to main line


1 mile of longline with weights
and floats at each end.



1400 lb. test monofilament
mainline.



3 ft. gangions of 80 lb. test.



74 hooks baited with squid.



alternating 6/0 and 11/0 circle
hooks.
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1

1
2
2
5
3

6
4

4

1 mile
1. Buoy
2. Mainline (1400 lb. test)
3. Weight (20 – 40 lbs.)

5
3
Diagram not to scale

4. snap clip
5. gangion (3 ft. 80 lb. test)
6. Circle hook (11/0 and 6/0)
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183 Red Snapper used for composition
sampling.
 Ages ranged 2 - 25 years (average of 8.6
years).
 Mean weight: 9.4 lbs.
 Max weight 18.4 lbs.
 Mean length of 25.57 inches (64.9 mm).
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Red Snapper were
carefully iced from capture
through processing after
which they were donated
to charities.
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Most of the laboratory time was devoted to analyzing videotapes
of fish within habitat type and analyzing ootilths to determine Red
Snapper age.
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Ultimately, Red Snapper abundance was
determined for a given stratum based on the
product of three estimates:
▪ Total fish density (TFD) sampled with hydroacoustics
▪ Proportion of TFD that were Red Snapper (PropRS)

sampled with SRV
▪ Area or number of structures for the entire stratum

estimated from appropriate databases as described
above.
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Strata were defined by combinations of the
following three categorical variables:
▪ Region (East, Central, and West)
▪ Depth Zone (10-25 m, 25-45 m, and 45-150 m)

▪ Habitat type:
▪ Natural (Natural Banks and Uncharacterized Bottom)
▪ Manmade (Artificial reefs, Standing Platforms, and
Pipeline Crossings)
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A fourth variable, Vertical Depth Band,
although ordinal in nature, was ultimately
treated as a continuous variable.
▪ For each site, the distance from the center of each

depth band to the bottom was estimated and
used as a covariate term.
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In the Mean Site Abundance approach, sitespecific estimates were made before
extrapolation.
▪ TFD and PropRS were multiplied at the site-specific

level
▪ All sites within a defined stratum were averaged
before being extrapolated to the entire stratum area
or number of structures


In the Modeling Approach, TFD and PropRS
were estimated separately for each stratum
before being combined and extrapolated.
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Sampling error magnification
 For example:


▪ Let’s say we accurately estimated TFD (or abundance in this case) to be

2,000 fish; unknowingly, half were Red Snapper and half were Atlantic
Bumper.
▪ But the SRV only recorded 10 fish, nine of which were Atlantic Bumper.
▪ The Red Snapper estimate would then be biased low (i.e., 200 instead of

1,000).


A large apportionment error weighted by a large TFD for a single
site would likely result in a spurious conclusion for a given stratum
when averaged in with the other respective sites.
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We argue that the better approach was to use the
categorical variables defining the strata along with pertinent
environmental covariates in separate statistical models that
predicted TFD and PropRS.
Outputs from these models were then multiplied to predict
Red Snapper density (or abundance) for each stratum.
Random errors in PropRS estimates had a greater chance of
canceling each other across sites before being multiplied by
TFD.
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𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑅𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑛𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑧𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 + 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒| 𝑠(𝑧𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚)


Covariates Temperature and Distance from Bottom were standardized to z-scores



The operator “|” indicates an interaction of two terms with all the corresponding
main effects.



s() indicates a thin plate smoothing spline was used to relax the linear
assumption.



Thus, we specified a generalized additive model (GAM) for the binomial response,
PropRS.



Parameterized with the gam function in the mgcv Package for R.
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𝑇𝐹𝐷 = 𝑧𝐷𝑂 + 𝑧𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 + 𝐻𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒| 𝑠(𝑧𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚) +
𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛|𝑠(𝑧𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚) + 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒| 𝑠(𝑧𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚)


Same fixed effect variables considered as for PropRS.



Salinity was dropped from consideration due to collinearity with Temperature and
DO.



Volume of water sampled at each site-depth band combination was entered as an
offset.



The intercept was allowed to vary randomly across sites.



Thus, we specified a generalized additive mixed model (GAMM) for the response,
TFD, whose units were fish per m3.



TFD was assumed to follow the tweedie exponential family distribution with
variance given by the mean to the power p (estimated to be ~1.7).
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For each Region-Depth Zone-Habitat TypeVertical Depth Band combination, PropRS
and TFD were predicted.
All covariates were held at their observed
averages within each stratum.
RS density (Red Snapper per m3) was
estimated as the product of PropRS and TFD.
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The arithmetic variance of TFD was given by the method of
moments estimator:
𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑇𝐹𝐷 = 𝑒



2𝜇+𝜎 2

𝑒

𝜎2

−1

Goodman’s (1960) variance of products estimator:
𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑅𝑆 ∗ 𝑇𝐹𝐷
= 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑅𝑆 2 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑇𝐹𝐷 + 𝑇𝐹𝐷2 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑅𝑆 − 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑇𝐹𝐷 ∗ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑅𝑆



TFD and PropRS were not correlated; thus, their covariance
was ignored.
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Red snapper per m3 was converted to per m2 based on the average width
of each vertical depth band for each stratum combination with variances
expanded accordingly.
Total abundances for Natural Banks and Uncharacterized Bottom were
then determined using the total areas of these habitats as multipliers for
their respective estimated densities.
For Standing Platforms, Artificial reefs, and Pipeline Crossings the
predicted number of Red Snapper per structure was multiplied by the
total number of structures.
▪ Red Snapper per structure was estimated by assuming the average area

covered at a sampling site subsumed all Red Snapper present at a typical site.
▪ These areas were 62,500 m2 for Artificial Reefs and Pipeline Crossings and
42,000 m2 for Platforms (equates to a sampling radius of about 115 m from
the center).
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We used the Gazey and Staly (1986) approach for estimating
population size from the mark recapture data given our small
sample sizes.
Traditional mark/recapture analyses yield population estimates
with substantial negative bias and overly large confidence
intervals if the number of animals marked and examined falls too
low.
To address these problems, Gazey and Staley (1986) cast
mark/recapture experiments in a Bayesian framework using a
“noninformative” discrete uniform improper prior distribution.
A sequential Bayes computational algorithm is provided which
estimates the probability of a population size given the data.
Inferences can be made directly since the end product completely
describes the uncertainty of the population size given the data.
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Overall, we encountered 88 unique species across all
sampling approaches and habitats.



At discrete sites, we viewed 60 species on the SRV and
collected 29 species using vertical hook-and-line
sampling.



At UCB sites, only 6 species were documented using
the towed video camera but another 19 species were
documented in the SRV drops taken over bottom
features occurring in UCB.



A total of 21 species were documented using bottom
longlines over UCB.
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55 Sites
▪ 192.5 km of

hydroacoustic transects
▪ 72 SRV surveys
▪ 39,014 fish counted
▪ 2,813 Red Snapper counted
Site 6
Site 6
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Greater Amberjack

Black Jack

Scamp

Blackfin Snapper

Porgy

Gray Triggerfish
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51 sites (39 unique)
▪

702 km of hydroacoustic
transects
▪ 49 km of towed video
transets


Towed video surveys
▪

3,239 fish counted over
small features of which
1,433 were Red Snapper
▪ In contrast, towed video
surveys on UCB without
features yielded
observations of just 101 fish
of which only 11 were Red
Snapper.
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Rock Sea Bass

Giant Snake
Eel
Lane
Snapper

Smooth
Pufferfish

Bullnose Ray

Cobia
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As shown by Table 9 (p.61) of our report, our model
results suggested that the total abundance of Red
Snapper offshore Louisiana during the Summer of 2020
was 6,027,890 fish (95% CI: 4,665,675-7,787,825.



The SE was 791,199 with a corresponding CV of 13.1%.



Most of the Red Snapper occurred over UCB (63% or
3,782,532 fish); followed by standing platforms (22%;
1,328,714 fish); Natural Banks (10%; 621,133 fish);
pipeline crossings (3%, 195,778 fish) and artificial reefs
(2%, 99,733 fish).
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Red Snapper were not
uniformly distributed
across UCB but were
primarily associated
with small bottom
features of relief within
this habitat.



Red Snapper over UCB
habitat in the West
Region were much less
abundant (736,867 fish)
than observed in the
Central (1,518,772 fish)
and East Regions
(1,526,893 fish).
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Red Snapper over UCB
habitats were typically
larger (610-888 mm TL)
and older fish (ages 6-25)
than seen elsewhere.



Many of these fish were
observed to have had fully
developed gonads and
many showed signs of
imminent spawning.
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Notes: Female Red Snapper from the
mid depth eastern zone.
Many of the snappers from this area
had fully developed gonads and many
showed signs imminent spawning.

Hydrated Oocytes,
Imminent spawning
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Some 1,328,714 Red Snapper (22% of the total population) were
estimated to be present on the 821 offshore platforms present offshore
Louisiana in the summer of 2020. This compares to 1,353 Red Snapper
estimated to occur of 882 platforms present in the same area in 2018
(Gallaway et al. in press, the “BOEM Study”).
 Both studies observed abundance differences by depth with maximum
abundance being about 3,000 fish/platforms in the mid-depth range.
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Red Snapper on platforms
were characterized by a
wide size range (270 mm
TL to 770 mm TL) and
most fish were between 3
and 8 years in age.



The total biomass of Red
Snapper at platforms in
2020 was 6,722,541 lbs.
This compares to a recent
recreational fishing quota
for the study area of
784,332 lbs.
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An estimated 621,133 Red Snapper occurred on Natural Banks and
this represented 10% of the total abundance.



As shown by Table 9 in our report, the observed regional densities
were not markedly different (766 to 876 fish/km2); the main
difference was related to an area of habitat available within region
(West=180 km2; Central=1,521 km2; East=23 km2).



Given these observations, a total 456,500 Red Snapper occurred
on Natural Banks in the Central Region; 146,820 were present on
Western Natural Banks and only 17,812 occurred on Eastern
Natural Banks.
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Red Snapper at
Louisiana Natural Banks
within the study area
typically included large
fish with most between
470 mm and 690 mm TL
and from 5 to 9 years in
age.



Red Snapper biomass on
Natural Banks within
the study area was
estimated to be on the
order 3,745,866 lbs.
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A total of 195,778 Red
Snapper having an
associated biomass of
1,069,318 lbs. were
estimated to occur at
514 crossing of large
(>20” in diameter)
pipelines.



These fish exhibited a
broad size range (270770 mm TL) with most
being between 2 and 8
years of age.
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A total of 99,733 Red Snapper
with a total of 359,241 lbs. were
estimated to occur on Louisiana
artificial reefs during the summer
of 2020.



A broad range of sizes were
observed at these habitats (300to 750- mm TL) and most of the
fish were between 3 and 6 years
in age.
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Our population estimates were characterized by small sample sizes (as
expected).



The MLE estimate for West Platform Site 3 was 1,740 Red Snapper as
compared to 2,734 estimated using Mean Site Abundance approach.
However, the model estimate typical for platforms in this region and
depth zone was 1,838 Red Snapper.



The MLE estimate for Central Platform Site 7 was 608 Red Snapper
compared to 1,491 fish based on the Mean Site Abundance approach. The
model estimate for this region and depth zone was 430 Red Snapper.
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The population estimates for an individual artificial
reef in the mid-depth zone in the Louisiana study area
was estimated to be about 1,491 Red Snapper based
on the mean count estimates.
This estimate contrasts with the population estimates
ranging from 608 to 902 fish and the modeled
estimates ranging from 261 to 908 fish.
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We collected length, weight and age data from over a 1,000 Red Snapper
offshore Louisiana and will address most of these data at a later time.
 For now, suffice to say, that our growth perimeter estimates were lower
than those reported in SEDAR 52 (2018):
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A summary of our estimates of Red Snapper abundance and biomass
(lbs.) by habitat type and/or area is summarized.



Stunz et al. (2021b), The GRSC provide a corresponding estimate of
17,431,364
H a b ita t T y p e

Are a (k m 2 / c o unt) Struc ture s

Me a n D e ns ity

T o ta l

1) Natural

821

0.47

3,852,652

2) Artificial

1,771

2,174

3,849,325

53,052

0.02

3) Uncharacterized Bottom

9,729,387
17,431,364



This is about 3 times larger than our estimate.
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The differences seem largely related to catch rates rather than differences
in area of habitat or number of habitats:
H a b ita t
N a tura l Ba nk

Stud y
Stunz
LGL

Artific ia l R e e f Stunz
LGL
U CB

Stunz
LGL

Are a (k m 2 )
821 (x 1.13)
724

Ca tc h R a te
2

4,693/km (x 5.5)
858/km

2

* 1,771 (x 0.99)

2,174/reef (x 2.4)

* 1,777

914/reef

53,052 (x 1.08)
49,003

183/km2 (x 2.3)
77/km

2

T o ta l
3,852,652 (x 6.2)
621,123
3,849,325 (x 2.4)

9,729,387 (x 2.6)
3,782,532

* Number of reefs; numbers in parentheses are Stunz estimates divided by LGL
estimates.



The area or count of habitats are similar between the two studies.



However, the catch rates of Stunz et al. (2021b) are from 2.3 to 5.5 times
higher than the corresponding LGL estimate and the total estimates
ranged from 2.4 to 6.2 times higher.
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The observed differences in catch rates could be attributed to a number
of factors; but as one reviewer stated,
“However, since the Louisiana estimates in LGL are based solely on sampling in Louisiana and
adjacent Federal Waters, whereas Stunz et al. used extrapolated samples from outside that
area, this provides some prima fascia support for using the LGL results in support of
management”.



The other external reviewer noted:
“ I am very much more comfortable with the LGL estimate of 6 million Red Snapper off the Louisiana coast
then I am with the GRSC estimate of 26-28 million Red Snapper… Then again, the GRSC had very little data
from the waters off Louisiana… I suspect both estimates would converge in Louisiana over several more
years”.
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The size differences for Red
Snapper in the Eastern Gulf
differ greatly from the Western
Gulf (Louisiana). In Florida,
most of the Red Snapper are
small; 62% of the fish appear to
be below the legal size limit of
16 in. In Louisiana, a wide size
range was evident in 2020 with
87% of the fish being above the
legal size limit.
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The Stunz et al. (2021b) estimate of the absolute abundance of Red
Snapper in the Gulf of Mexico was estimated to have been about 118
million fish in 2019 as compared to about 36,738,063 fish estimated to
be present by the SEDAR 52 Stock Assessment (SEDAR 2018).
SEDAR 52 estimated that 23,643,192 age 2+ Red Snapper were
present in the Western Gulf (Texas and Louisiana) as compared to
39,456,399 estimated to be present in the Western Gulf by Stunz et al.
(2021b). The new estimate for the West Gulf was about 1.7 times as
high as suggested by SEDAR 52.
For the East Gulf, Stunz et al. (2021b) estimated 78,507,594 Red
Snapper were present, nearly 6 times as many as estimated for the
Eastern Gulf by SEDAR 52 (13,094,871):
However, if our Louisiana estimates, are combined with the Texas
estimates from Stunz et al. (2021), the overall estimate, of Red Snapper
in the Western Gulf was very close to the SEDAR 52 estimate. The
SEDAR 52 estimate for the West Gulf was 23,643,192 and the modified
Stunz et al. (2021b) estimate plus this study estimate was 28,052,925
fish.
118

Red Snapper population estimates for the Red Snapper in the Gulf of Mexico based on the
SEDAR 52 Red Snapper stock assessment, Stunz et al. (2021b) and this study.
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Overall, the study area was estimated to contain on the order of 6.0 million Red
Snapper having an associated total biomass of over 47 million pounds. About 63%
(3,782,532 fish) of the population was estimated to occur in association with UCB
habitat, and about 27% (1,624,225 fish) occurred at artificial reefs. Only about
10% (621,133 fish) of the Red Snapper population in the study area occurred on
natural banks.



Our estimate (6 million fish) while lower than the estimated 18 million Red
Snapper extrapolated to occur in the study area by Stunz et al. (2021b) suggests a
healthy stock is present. Despite our estimate that the Red Snapper population of
the study area was only about 6.0 million fish, the biomass was high (>47 million
pounds) due to the abundance of relatively large, old fish. For context, the most
recent recreational fishing quota for Louisiana was about 784,332 lbs. or about
1.7% of the total Red Snapper stock size in the study area.
The Red Snapper in the Gulf of Mexico are divided into West Gulf and East Gulf
stocks. The West Gulf stock includes our Louisiana study area plus Texas and the
East Gulf stock includes Louisiana east of the mouth of the Mississippi River,
Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.
We combined our Louisiana estimate with the Stunz et al. (2021) Texas estimate
to obtain a total West Gulf stock size of 28,052,925 Red Snapper. This compares
closely to the most recent Red Snapper stock assessment (SEDAR 52) that
estimated that the West Gulf stock contains 23,643,192 Red Snapper.
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The size distribution for Red Snapper in Western Louisiana, reported herein, differs
greatly from the size distribution reported for the Eastern Gulf (Florida) by Stunz et al.
(2021a,b). In Florida most of the Red Snapper are small; i.e., 62% of the measured fish
appeared to be below the minimum size limit of 16 in. In Louisiana, a wide size/age
range was evident in 2020, with 87% of the measured fish being above the minimum
size limit.


Offshore oil and gas platforms appear to be the most heavily fished habitat in our
study area. In 2020, this habitat had a standing stock of about 1.3 million Red Snapper
with an associated biomass of 6.7 million pounds. The average weight of Red Snapper
at platforms was about 5 lbs., and the average length of the fish was about 21 in, well
over the minimum size limit.


Of importance, over 63% of the total population of Red Snapper in West Louisiana
occurred over UCB habitat. In these habitats, the Red Snapper present were generally
larger than elsewhere, averaging about 26 in. in total length, 9.4 lbs. in weight and
about 9 years in age. Because Red Snapper are widely distributed over large areas of
UCB, fishing pressure is likely reduced compared to more dense aggregations over
habitats with structure in charted locations. Thus, UCB habitats have, in essence,
served as de facto “Marine Protected Areas”.


Overall, the Louisiana Red Snapper stock appears to be in excellent condition and is
experiencing very low levels of recreational fishery mortality. The recreational fishing
quota is only about 1.7% of the total stock biomass.
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